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RAILWAY RATIONALIZATION 

ALTHOUGH railway speeds in Great Britain are 
genera lly good, the average speed at which a 

traveller could accomplish a series of random journeys 
by rail is likely to prove very disappointing. No doubt, 
many passengers ask themselves if something better 
were not possible, but seeing no solution to the 
problem, accept the position as inevitable. That it is 
a state of affairs which can be improved by a rational 
system of reorganization, leading possibly to the 
doubling of the average speed, is the contention put 
forward by Mr. J. F. Pownall in a booklet entitled 
"New Railway Network Principles" (Birmingham: 
Cotterell and Co. 2s.). This contains the gist of the 
chapters of a book dealing with one of two projects 
relating to waterways and railways in Great Britain 
which have had to be set aside to await the advent 
of better days. 

Now, however, is the time for such ideas to be 
broadcast so that when these better days come we may 
be prepared to make such changes in our present 
system as will restore the railways to the position 
they once held in the estimation of the public. The 
author has taken a journey of 2,342 miles, from one 
town to another and then to a third and so on, and 
finds from "Bradshaw" that the average speed works 
out at 16! miles an hour. His method of improving 
this is based on an ideal network of equilateral 
triangles of 50 miles side, and along the sides of these 
triangles fast trains would start precisely at each 
hour and arrive 52 minutes later. This gives 8 minutes 
at each junction for changing if necessary. Slow, 
stopping trains would also run, taking about two hours 
for the same journey, and by their means a traveller 
starting from an intermediate station travels at about 
25 miles per hour to t,he first junction, then on by 

fast trains at 50 miles an hour, and lastly to an inter
mediate destination by a slow train at 25 miles per hour. 

Turning then to the practical application of this 
ideal system, the author shows that by certain 
modifications of the present lines a workable system 
of railway operation can be developed so that the 
original series of journeys could be accomplished at 
31! miles an hour, or in a total timeof74hoursinstead 
of 142 hours as planned from "Bradshaw". This 
remarkable saving of time is but one-the principal 
one-of many advantages of the system. Another is the 
simplicity of time-tables, since trains would always 
start from the junction stations precisely at the hour 
and from intermediate stations always at a fixed 
number of minutes after the hour. 

The fast and slow trains referred to are in addition 
to the main line expresses, and thus, if any sub
stantial part of a journey such as that described 
followed these main lines, a further saving of time is 
probable . A similar scheme is put forward for the 
improvement of goods traffic on the railways, but 
when the author suggests that the loading gauge 
should be made considerably larger than at present, 
he enters upon a phase the cost of which would 
almost certainly heavily outweigh the advantages it 
would confer. Many of his proposals are, however, 
quite feasible and only need a change of outlook 
from our present markedly conservative one. The 
new type of junction station, the standardization of 
trains, the co-ordination of rail and road services, and 
many other details deserve-nay, rather demand
from us all very careful consideration and thought, 
for, when all is said, the scheme involves a revolu
tionary change of mind as to the place of railways in 
our mode of life. 

A.R.P. COMMUNICATION 

W. P. WILSON describes in the Engineering 
Supplement to the Siemens' Magazine of 

November the A.R.P. telephone and signalling 
system, A.R.P. (No. devised by M.essrs. 
Siemens. One of the essentmls of any system 1s the 
provision of a _of the 
various signals reqmred, and mamtammg rap1d com
munication between the personnel concerned. For 
obvious reasons it is not desirable for private A.R.P. 
organizations to use sound signals ; it is usual, there
fore, to employ bells or buzzers and visual lamp 
signals of various types, communication being main
tained by a suitable t elephone system. 

In some cases existing private telephone systems 
can be used or adapted to meet the conditions, but 
it is generally found that a separate system designed 
to meet the special conditions is the most desirable. 
This is particularly the case where large schemes are 
concemed. In such instances it is usually advisable 
to supplement any existing telephone system by an 
entirely separate emergency scheme in order to safe
guard against the failure or destruction of the regular 
telephone system. 

The mere knowledge of the existence of a reliable 
communication system greatly assists in dispelling 
feelings of isolation or panic on the part of the staff 

of the organization concerned. One of the essential 
things to consider in connexion with a communication 
system is the probable short time available for taking 
action after the receipt of a warning. This is par
ticularly the case under the recent arrangements of 
the 'spotter' system. Communications include both 
telephone and signal systems, the former to provide 
complete control of the A.R.P. p ersonnel, and the 
latter to indicate clearly to the whole staff the action 
to be taken. 

The t elephone system, which should be planned to 
meet individual requirements, should be easy to 
operate and also to repair. For most cases a simple 
system of magneto telephones is believed to be the 
best. Magneto telephones are self-contained units, 
each has its own ringing apparatus and its own 
battery for supplying the speaking current, thus 
eliminating the risk of breakdown due to the failure 
of a central battery. Further, two or more m agneto 
telephones can be connected together at the control 
board, and they can then ring each other direct 
without the assistance of an operator. If the control 
board is put out of action the line wires can be 
quickly connected so that the telephones continue 
in service by means of code rings. This is not feasible 
with central battery sets. 
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The telephones recommended are equipped with 
powerful magneto-g!'Jnerators and high-resistance 
bells, enabling a number to be bridged across one 
pair of wires if desired. They are fitted with 'nco
phone' hand-microtelephones to improve speech 
transmission. Portable telephones are provided for 
by 'looping in' one pair of wires at each point and 
fixing a 2-pin weatherproof socket. A lamp calling-

system in addition to the bell can be fitted when the 
telephone is to be used in a very noisy position. 

A.R.P. signals can be either visual or audible or 
a combination of both. The signal system usually 
consists of a starting switch which puts into action 
loud-ringing bells, hooters, etc., where large staffs are 
to be controlled, and buzzers or single lamps for 
offices and small staffs. 

AN EXPERIMENT IN BIOLOGICAL CONTROL 

THE control of injurious forms of insect life by 
the application of biological methods has, in a 

number of instances, proved remarkably successful. 
Other methods of control in such cases had been of 
little avail or were impracticable. Success achieved 
by the utilization of the natural enemies of injurious 
insects has usually proved to be relatively inex
pensive and of a more or less permanent character. 
As a rule the most favourable conditions are those 
afforded by tropical or subtropical islands where the 
dissemination of the beneficia l introduced insects 
meets with few handicaps or barriers. Recently an 
experiment in the biological control of coconut 
pests in Seychelles has been recounted (Bull. 
Entom.ol. Res., 31 ; 1940). 

The author of the paper in question, Mr. D. Vesey
Fitzgerald, mentions that the affected crop is of special 
importance, since its product, copra, is the main ex
port of Seychelles. The pests concerned are scale 
insects (Coccidre), and of these, four species were 
specially injurious. It is noteworthy that the species in 
question, namely, Ischnaspis longirostris_, Pinnaspis 
buxi, Chrysomphalusficus and Eucalymnatus tessellatus, 
are unknown as major pests of coconut in other 
countries, while the brown scales, that are usual pests 
of this crop, are not found in Seychelles. Other 
Coccidre were also found to be infesting coconut in 
this area, while a large variety of different species were 
noted as attacking the general vegetation. 

This fauna needed investigation, as it concerned the 
main problem, and as a result it became evident that 
general rather than specialized enemies of Coccidre 
required searching for. Species that would, in fact, 
attack all the different scale insects without special 
preference were obviously needed, since the elimina
tion of a particular kind might result in an increase 
of some other species. The life-history and special 
requirem ents of each of the four species, already 
named, are described and their incidence on the coco
nut is discussed. 

In order to combat these Coccidre, four species of 
C'occinellid beetles were introduced from East Africa. 
The species were Chiloconus distigma, C. wahlbergi, 
Exochomus ventralis and E. ftavipes. Since the jour
ney from Mombasa to Seychelles takes only three 
days by steamer, these predators could be landed 
there within a week of leaving the centres where 
they were bred in East Africa. 

The breeding technique and the establishment of 
each of these species is dealt with. Records covering 
three years are given in order to show the effects of 
the introduced predators on the population of scale 
insects. The figure quoted shows that the introduced 
enemies are reducing the scale insects below the 
density at which they cause economic loss. Also it 
seems that the reduction of one species of pest has 
not been followed by a correlated increase of another 
species. 

ELECTRICITY IN AGRICULTURE 

REFERENCE has already been made in NATURE 
(Jan. 11, p. 62) to the report on the utilization 

of electricity in agriculture and horticulture prepared 
by C. A. Cameron Brown and issued by the Electrical 
Research Association. The Institution of Electrical 
Engineers is now publishing written contributions 
to the discussion of this report. The first contribution 
appears in the Institution's Journal of November. 

Mr. H. W. Grimmitt, of the staff of the Electricity 
Commissioners, begins his written introduction to the 
discussion by pointing out that the extent of the 
bibliography is some indication of the wideness of the 
field of research and investigation which was carried 
out. Great Britain has not been in the forefront of 
rflSearch into agricultural applications of electricity, 
but the small amount of work that has been done 
has indicated the need for a central co-ordinating 
body, with vital interest in the whole matter, to 
make use of the excellent agricultural research 
resources which already exist, and which, with proper 
help, could carry out research along the parallel and 
related paths of electrioity and agriculture. The 
E.R.A. has taken steps to provide co-ordination and 

drive, and there is evidence of enthusiastic co-opera
tion from the agricultural research institutions and 
also from the Ministry of Agriculture and the Agri
cultural R esearch Council. As a preliminary to 
active research, the E.R.A. has had prepared a com
plete survey of the whole field of research on the 
subject, both to provide information on past work 
and to make constructive suggestions for future work. 

The general lines of the work are to investigate by 
research and experiment the extent to which each 
application of electricity can be developed to the 
point of maximum economic advantage to both 
farmer and supplier, and generally to study each 
application with the view of indicating the best 
technique to be adopted. 

To the dairy farmer-the producer of milk and 
its by-products-more than to any other kind of 
farmer, electricity has much to offer. The appreciable 
load and annual revenue obtainable from a well
electrified dairy farm are sufficient justification for 
some trouble being taken to show grounds why 
electrification should not be the rule instead of the 
exception. War conditions, scarcity of labour, higher 
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